Integrated nanotechnology platform for tumor-targeted multimodal imaging and therapeutic cargo release
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A major challenge of targeted molecular imaging and drug delivery in cancer is establishing a functional combination of ligand-directed cargo with a triggered release system. Here we develop a hydrogel-based nanotechnology platform that integrates tumor targeting, photon-to-heat conversion, and triggered drug delivery within a single nanostucture to enable multimodal imaging and controlled release of therapeutic cargo. In proof-of-concept experiments, we show a broad range of ligand peptide-based applications with phage particles, heat-sensitive liposomes, or mesoporous silica nanoparticles that self-assemble into a hydrogel for tumor-targeted drug delivery. Because nanoparticles pack densely within the nanocarrier, their surface plasmon resonance shifts to near-infrared, thereby enabling a laser-mediated photothermal mechanism of cargo release. We demonstrate both noninvasive imaging and targeted drug delivery in preclinical mouse models of breast and prostate cancer. Finally, we applied mathematical modeling to predict and confirm tumor targeting and drug delivery. These results are meaningful steps toward the design and initial translation of an enabling nanotechnology platform with potential for broad clinical applications.

Significance

The main goal in the emerging field of cancer nanomedicine is to generate, standardize, and produce multifunctional carriers designed to improve the response of drugs against tumors. Here we report the design, development, and preclinical validation of a ligand-directed bioorganic platform that integrates tumor targeting, receptor-mediated cell internalization, photon-to-heat conversion, and drug delivery. This enabling hydrogel-based technology can accommodate a broad variety of ligands, nanoparticles, and payloads. We show experimental proof-of-concept in mouse models of breast and prostate cancer with molecular imaging and marked reduction of tumor growth. However, with future proof that this technology is translatable, medical applications beyond cancer may also be leveraged.
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cost-to-benefit ratio of these modifications often elevate the complexity of the NP synthesis, complicating regulatory hurdles because of formulations that are heterogeneous or difficult to reproduce (10, 12, 13).

To minimize such drawbacks, NPs can be functionalized via virus-based nanoplatforms as an alternative for targeted cargo delivery (14–16). In particular, filamentous bacteriophages (phage)—a prokaryotic virus—is an attractive candidate to develop a biocompatible nanomedicine for cancer therapeutics because phage particles are cost-effectively produced with biological uniformity, as well as being physically robust and stable under harsh conditions (17). Notably, phage-based nanoplatforms are biocompatible and nonpathogenic with eukaryotic organisms and are able to preserve the desired cell targeting and internalization (18). Moreover, phage particles are ideal for incorporating other NPs, which can be released after reaching the tumor site. An admixture of colloidal gold NP (AuNP) with phage particles spontaneously organizes into hydrogel network-like fractal structures (19, 20). These hydrogel networks offer convenient multifunctional integration within a single entity for tumor targeting, enhanced fluorescence and dark-field microscopy, near-infrared (NIR) photon-to-heat conversion, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based detection (20, 21).

In the present work, we developed a tumor targeting theranostic (meaning a combination of therapeutics and diagnostics) hydrogel-based nanoplatform that enables ligand-directed tumor targeting, multimodal imaging capability, and triggered therapeutic cargo release. Our data suggest that targeted hydrogel photothermal therapy represents a functional theranostic approach (fostering “see and treat, treat and see”) in the diagnosis and management of tumors.

Results

Essential Functional Attributes of the Nanoplatform (I): Temperature-Sensitive Cargo Release. We set out to design and generate a targeted hydrogel photothermal nanotherapy platform that would release therapeutic cargo to tumors after NIR laser-triggered heating by incorporating heat-sensitive-based liposome (HSL) (22) formulations into targeted phage-based hydrogel networks (Fig. S1).

In proof-of-concept experiments, we evaluated several candidate systems at the nanoscale level—such as liposomal-based NPs, AuNP, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNPs) (23), and phage-based systems—because they may be targeted by a ligand to a defined cell membrane receptor. HSLs were initially chosen because delivery of their contents can be triggered through a defined cell membrane receptor. HSLs were initially chosen because of formulations that are heterogeneous or difficult to reproduce, and the complexity of the NP synthesis, complicating regulatory hurdles because of formulations that are heterogeneous or difficult to reproduce (10, 12, 13).

To minimize such drawbacks, NPs can be functionalized via virus-based nanoplatforms as an alternative for targeted cargo delivery (14–16). In particular, filamentous bacteriophages (phage)—a prokaryotic virus—is an attractive candidate to develop a biocompatible nanomedicine for cancer therapeutics because phage particles are cost-effectively produced with biological uniformity, as well as being physically robust and stable under harsh conditions (17). Notably, phage-based nanoplatforms are biocompatible and nonpathogenic with eukaryotic organisms and are able to preserve the desired cell targeting and internalization (18). Moreover, phage particles are ideal for incorporating other NPs, which can be released after reaching the tumor site. An admixture of colloidal gold NP (AuNP) with phage particles spontaneously organizes into hydrogel network-like fractal structures (19, 20). These hydrogel networks offer convenient multifunctional integration within a single entity for tumor targeting, enhanced fluorescence and dark-field microscopy, near-infrared (NIR) photon-to-heat conversion, and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based detection (20, 21).

In the present work, we developed a tumor targeting theranostic (meaning a combination of therapeutics and diagnostics) hydrogel-based nanoplatform that enables ligand-directed tumor targeting, multimodal imaging capability, and triggered therapeutic cargo release. Our data suggest that targeted hydrogel photothermal therapy represents a functional theranostic approach (fostering “see and treat, treat and see”) in the diagnosis and management of tumors.

Essential Functional Attributes of the Nanoplatform (II): Hydrogel Assembly. Having demonstrated the differential time- and temperature-dependent release of cargo from HSL relative to the corresponding negative control non-HSLs, we subsequently generated a nanocarrier-based version through the optimal integration of self-assembled hydrogels (19, 20) (Fig. S2) consisting of AuNP and phage particles plus HSLs (named henceforth HSL-containing hydrogels).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (Fig. 1C), as well as optical and NIR surface-enhanced Raman scattering (NIR-SERS) profiling, confirmed the physical elements of the HSL-containing hydrogel (Fig. 1D and Fig. S3). As the hydrogel is formed (dilutions 5 and 6; Fig. 1D), a gradual reduction in absorption occurs at 520 nm accompanied by an increase in absorption in the NIR region (800–900 nm). This absorbance is plausibly attributed to the coupled plasmon resonance of the hydrogel as the interparticle distance ($d$) becomes gradually smaller than the particle radius during self-assembly and clustering (24). We subsequently assessed whether the integrity- and temperature-dependent release of HSLs was maintained when incorporated into hydrogels. Both the overall cargo release profile and the release kinetics of calcein were essentially indistinguishable from those observed for HSLs alone (Fig. 1 E and F).

Essential Functional Attributes of the Nanoplatform (III): NIR-Triggered Cargo Release. Given that hydrogels have photon-to-heat converting properties and possess a broad absorption band in the NIR region (20), we next investigated whether the HSL-containing hydrogels would also exhibit temperature-stimulated release on NIR irradiation in an in vitro agarose gel phantom model (SI Materials and Methods).

On NIR laser illumination (808-nm fiber-coupled diode NIR), a positive temperature differential was observed for hydrogel embedded in phantoms relative to either HSLs or AuNP alone (Fig. 2A). Moreover, termination of NIR laser stimulation caused a gradual temperature drop back to baseline, illustrating that the temperature differential was dependent on the interaction between the NIR laser and hydrogel. These data demonstrate that hydrogels have elastic properties that allow reversible laser-based heating without loss of physical integrity under the experimental conditions used. To assess the effect of...
The temperature increased to Lower(C) (Fig. 3). T1 mapping was performed before and after laser illumination (Fig. 2C). Further, when heated at 28 W/cm², the temperature of the HSL-containing hydrogel increased threefold compared with HSL alone.

Next we evaluated whether the heat produced by the hydrogel-NIR laser interaction could trigger the release of encapsulated material. To this end, hydrogels were formed with the cytotoxic chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin (dox), encapsulated with HSL, and embedded in phantoms. We used a multispectral fluorescent imaging system to visualize the induced release of dox. On illumination with NIR (14- and 28-W/cm² power densities), a reproducible and robust photon dose-dependent increase in fluorescence intensity was observed. These data demonstrate NIR laser-triggered drug release of HSL-containing hydrogels (Fig. 2D).

Magnetic Resonance Temperature Imaging of Temperature Elevation and Triggered Heat-Sensitive Liposome Release. To assess the NIR laser-induced spatiotemporal heat distribution, magnetic resonance temperature imaging (MRTI) was performed (Fig. 3A). HSL-containing hydrogels were embedded in agarose gel phantoms with a NIR laser position perpendicular to the sample. Spatiotemporal heat distribution and heat expansion of HSL-containing hydrogels were documented and analyzed by MRTI on laser treatment (Fig. 3B). Quantification of a region of interest (ROI) further revealed that the temperature rapidly increased by 38 °C within 150 s (Fig. 3B, Lower). Additionally, because a consistent drop in temperature was observed when NIR laser illumination was terminated, these results indicate that the heat production occurs exclusively during NIR laser activation.

To evaluate visually the content release from HSL-containing hydrogels in vitro, gadolinium (Gd-DTPA)-encapsulated-HSLs served as a surrogate marker for T1-weighted imaging (T1WI). T1 mapping was performed before and after laser illumination (Fig. 3C). A decrease in T1 relaxation time was observed in the heated region (>42 °C, calculated based on MRTI), where the average T1 relaxation time in the ROIs was 400.6±10.8 ms before and 312.3±6.1 ms after NIR laser treatment (Fig. 3C, Lower), confirming the release of Gd-DTPA in the region where the temperature increased to >42 °C.

Targeting Hydrogels in Vitro. We showed that spatial and temporal control of cargo release from hydrogels can be achieved by NIR illumination. However, without active ligand-directed capabilities, one would be limited to local/regional administration of HSL-containing hydrogels or, perhaps in some cases, would be dependent on the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect (25, 26). Therefore, to provide active targeting features to HSL-containing hydrogels, a ligand consisting of a well-established cyclic peptide (sequence YRCTLNSPFFEDM-THECHA), which binds to the chicken tumor virus no.10 regulator of kinase-like protein (CRKL), was inserted into the phage-displayed portion of the hydrogel (27). CRKL-binding phage particles specifically and strongly target EF43.34gf-4 mammary carcinoma cells (27). Thus, we first verified that the particle targeting capability was indeed preserved by incubating either targeted or nontargeted hydrogels with EF-43.34gf-4 cells (Fig. 4A and Fig. S4B).

Next, we examined whether the targeted particles maintained their inherent peptide-mediated binding properties in HSL-containing hydrogels by using rhodamine-labeled test HSLs. Side-by-side immunostaining experiments showed efficient cell internalization of targeted phage particles but not nontargeted control particles (Fig. 4B and Fig. S4B), confirming that ligand targeted phage particles do not lose functional capabilities in the context of HSL-containing hydrogels. To analyze the subcellular localization of targeted HSL-containing hydrogel after internalization, we performed TEM with EF43.34gf-4 tumor cells. AuNP clusters were observed within the endosomal compartments (Fig. 4C, red arrows), further substantiating the immunostaining showing internalization of targeted HSL-containing hydrogels.

Tracking Hydrogels in Vivo. To evaluate the whole-body biodistribution of targeted HSL-containing hydrogel noninvasively, we next incorporated NIR-labeled heat-sensitive liposomes into

Fig. 2. NIR laser illumination of hydrogel assembly. (A) Hydrogel (Δ) was solidified in agarose gel phantoms and tested for heat formation on NIR laser illumination at 5.3 W/cm² for 3 min. HSL (○) or AuNP (●) was used as a control. Temperature was monitored with a thermocouple probe. (B) The correlation of NIR laser irradiation and temperature elevations between hydrogel (Δ) and AuNP (●) was examined. (C) HSL-containing hydrogels in phantoms were examined for heat formation with NIR laser illumination at 28 (○) and 14 W/cm² (●) for 10 min. HSL (○) illuminated with NIR laser at 14 W/cm² was used as a control. (D) To visualize dox release from hydrogels, fluorescence intensity of λex/em = 470/600 nm was measured before (prelaser) and after NIR laser (postlaser) illumination for 10 min at 14 or 28 W/cm². Relative fluorescent units (RFUs) are indicated by color bars.

Fig. 3. Triggered agent release by NIR. (A) Experimental design of MRI and MRTI. (B) Temperature change of hydrogel-containing gel (phantom) measured by MRTI on NIR laser treatment is shown in color scale. The time course of ROI (indicated by a circle) is shown below. (C) T1-weighted image shows a region with high signal intensity, which suggests that Gd-DTPA-HSL released the contents on laser treatment. This area overlapped the region that reached >42 °C. Pre-laser T1 value (○); Post-laser T1 value (●).
the targeted hydrogel formulation and administered it systemically (i.v.) into BALB/c mice bearing EF43,fgf-4 mammary carcinoma. Optical imaging was performed at 1, 7, and 24 h after administration. Tumor-bearing mice that received targeted HSL-containing hydrogels had an average tumor fluorescent intensity 160% higher than those that received nontargeted HSL-containing control hydrogels (Fig. 5A and B). To validate these results histologically, rhodamine-labeled HSLs were used with either targeted or nontargeted HSLs and again were administered into tumor-bearing mice. Tumors were collected after 24 h, and sections were stained with antiphage and CD34 antibodies and observed by confocal and dark-field microscopy. Robust intracellular accumulation of AuNP, targeted phage, and HSLs were observed within the tumor sections compared with negative controls (Fig. 5C).

Triggered Heat Generation and NIR-Induced Cargo Release in Vivo.

We next sought to evaluate whether accumulated hydrogels in tumors could exhibit temperature-stimulated release on NIR laser illumination. Targeted hydrogel, AuNP, or PBS vehicle was administered i.v. to EF43,fgf-4 tumor-bearing mice. After 24 h, NIR laser (3.5 W/cm²) treatment was applied for 3 min, and intratumoral temperature was serially monitored with a thermocouple probe. As depicted in Fig. 6A, an intratumoral temperature increase of 4.6 °C was observed during NIR laser application in tumor-bearing mice treated with targeted hydrogel relative to those receiving AuNP (14.2 ± 3.3 °C vs. 9.6 ± 2.8 °C; *P < 0.05). No laser damage of the skin was noted either macroscopically or microscopically.

Next, we administered targeted dox-HSL–containing hydrogels or dox-HSL alone to EF43,fgf-4 tumor-bearing mice and treated the tumors with NIR laser for 3 min at 3.5 W/cm² (Fig. 6B). Mice receiving targeted dox-HSL-containing hydrogel showed rapid elevations in intratumoral temperature, reaching 45 °C within 3 min of NIR laser treatment, whereas mice treated with dox-HSL (negative control) showed no detectable intratumoral temperature increase.

To assess heat distribution and tumor treatment efficacy of the targeted hydrogels, we designed and prepared a targeted hydrogel formulation (sensor/reporter) by using Gd-DTPA-encapsulated (0.5 mmol/mL) and NIR dye-labeled HSLs as a surrogate marker of drug release and a tracking agent for real-time optical imaging (Fig. 5A).

Fig. 5. Hydrogel homing to tumors in vivo. (A) Targeted or nontargeted hydrogels were injected into EF43,fgf-4 tumor-bearing mice and tracked by optical imaging from the ventral side. (B) The accumulation of hydrogels was quantified as a mean intensity of NIR signal in tumor, liver, and muscle. Shown data are mean ± SEM; *P < 0.01. (C) Tumor tissue sections after 24 h of hydrogel administration are shown. Phage particles were detected with antiphage antibody (green), liposomes (red), AuNP (dark field microscopy, yellow), vascular endothelial cells (anti-CD34 antibody, blue), and cell nuclei with DAPI (blue).

Antitumor Activity of Targeted Hydrogel Formulations. The antitumor effect of targeted hydrogel delivery with subsequent NIR laser irradiation (photothermal therapy) was evaluated in comparison with conventional dox-HSL treatment (Fig. 6E). A single dose of targeted dox-HSL–containing hydrogel, dox-HSL only, or vehicle (PBS) alone was administered systemically (i.v.) into EF43,fgf-4 tumor-bearing mouse cohorts (day 11, black arrow). Photothermal therapy at 3.5 W/cm² for 3 min (day 12, red arrow) began 24 h after administration. Tumor growth was reduced in tumor-bearing mouse cohorts receiving the targeted dox-HSL–containing hydrogel compared with control mice receiving dox-HSL (mean tumor volumes at day 12: 88.0 vs. 140.4 mm³, respectively). Moreover, inhibition of tumor growth persisted to day 21 in mice injected with the targeted dox-HSL–containing hydrogel compared with either dox-HSL or vehicle (mean tumor volumes at day 21: 185.4, 599.9, and 764.4 mm³, respectively; **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001).
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To substantiate our findings in vivo, we used a Predictive Correlation of Tumor Response: Mathematical Modeling (*

where cells reach a constant rate of death, which is determine the potential efficacy of a given chemotherapy drug, and

course of temperature changes in the ROI in tumor and nonmalignant tissue. Tumor region (●), nontumor region (○). (D) T1 mapping of a tumor section before (□) and after (♦) the NIR laser treatment. (E) The tumor treatment effect of targeted dox-HSL-containing hydrogel (○) photothermal therapy was evalu-ated relative to dox-HSL (C) or PBS (●) treatment. Black arrow, hydrogel ad-ministration; red arrow; NIR laser treatment at 3.5 W/cm² for 3 min (shown data are mean ± SEM; ***P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001; n = 7). (F) Logplot of viability data M/M₀ for targeted hydrogel delivery (□) as a fraction of PBS controls vs. time (P = 0.00019, R² = 0.98). For comparison, the dox-HSL (●) results are also shown (P = 0.0018, R² = 0.98). (G and H) Delivery of targeted (●) and control (○) FITC-MSNP-containing hydrogel to EF43.4fgf-4 tumor-bearing mice (G) and DU145 tumor-bearing mice (H) (shown data are mean ± SEM; n = 8). (I) Targeted dox-MSNP-containing hydrogels in EF43.4fgf-4 tumor-bearing mice gives a tumor growth delay (*P < 0.05; n = 8).

Predictive Correlation of Tumor Response: Mathematical Modeling and Validation. To substantiate our findings in vivo, we used a mechanistic mathematical model (SI Materials and Methods) of drug transport through the tumor interstitium and fitted it to predict and verify the corresponding tumor response. The underlying biophysical processes can be arithmetically defined by the exponential death rate equation (e death rate = λd · σd) to determine the potential efficacy of a given chemotherapy drug, where λd is the biological property of the pair cell type/drug type, and σd is the physical property of the tumor parenchyma, stroma, and its associated microenvironment, in which processes such as convection, diffusion (29–31), and cell membrane crossing (32) determine how much drug is available for uptake by the tumor. The central hypothesis of the model is that the death rate of a cell population is proportional to total amount of drug uptake over time—i.e., the time integral of the rate of drug uptake by the tumor cells—where cells reach a constant rate of death, which is exponential in time (30). Thus, the decrease of total tumor mass (M) as a function of time can be expressed as M ~ e−λd · σd · t. By fitting this equation to the data targeted dox-HSL-containing hydrogels (Fig. 6F, solid square) or dox-HSL (Fig. 6F, empty square) against vehicle (negative control), one obtains the “kill” time (λd · σd)⁻¹ ≅ 8 d or (λd · σd)⁻¹ ≅ 55 d, respectively. These results show that hydrogels markedly increased the rate of tumor death by ~700% compared with conventional HSL delivery. Moreover, considering the tumor volume V₀ ≅ 85 mm³ and the calculated mass of dox delivered in vivo equals to F · tK ≅ 0.037 mg (where F is the total rate of release from the nanoparticles and tK is the total exposure time of the cells to the drug), the total uptake within the tumor was calculated as σd · F · tK / V₀ ≅ 7.5 µM with the time integral of time of exposure being σd · tK ≅ 17.7 mm/d. By analyzing the in vitro data by using IC100 = 2 µM of dox, the correspondent in vivo tumor concentration of used drug was σd ≅ 25 mM within a time of exposure equals to tK ≅ 1 d (note that the equivalent tumor concentration is different from the drug concentration IC in vitro, the relationship being the total volume of solution in vitro was 100 µL and the 8 × 10³ cells exposed to drug roughly occupy a volume of ~0.008 µL). Therefore, the equivalent time integral over time of exposure shown in vitro was approximately 25 mM/d, of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding value found in vivo (17.7 mM).

Given that the tumor growth was markedly reduced after treatment, the mathematical model introduced here clearly indicates that the superior features of the targeted dox-HSL-containing hydrogel is due to its ability to deliver a greater amount of dox-loaded HSL to tumors than the appropriate controls. By accounting for the critical physical transport issues, one could speculate that our mathematical model is able to predict the behavior of targeted delivery systems based on hydrogel nanoplatforms.

Design and Translational Development of Alternative Targeted Hydrogel Formulations Based on Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles. To further increase the versatility of the hydrogel-based nanoplatform introduced here, we also designed, generated, and evaluated alternative nanoscale materials, namely a hydrogel prepared by electrostatically mediated self-assembly of phage particles, AuNP, and MSNP (33, 34). Fig. SS shows a cryo-TEM image of the MSNP-containing hydrogel, and the inset indicates the ordered arrangement of 2.5-nm-diameter cylindrical pores that comprise the MSNP framework.

A major advantage of MSNPs, which are negatively charged at neutral pH (pKa = 3, ζ-potential = −35.2 mV) due to deproto-nation of surface silanols (≡Si-OH), is that their internal porosity provides an enormous surface area (>1,000 m²/g) on which to adsorb disparate types of cargo combinations through van der Waals electrostatic, or hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions (23). Previous reports have shown that owing to the high pKa of dox (8.25), it electrostatically associates with the negatively charged MSNP, resulting in orders of magnitude greater loading than in standard liposomes (35). For electrostatically associated cargos (and strongly adsorbed cargos in general), the drug release is mediated in part by the dissolution of the amorphous silica framework—to form nontoxic silicic acid Si(OH)₄—thus enabling sustained release. The use of MSNPs is central for optimizing treatment according to recent experimental models showing that the integrated drug uptake profile by the cells over time is indeed a key determinant of the dose–response relationship.

Antitumor Activity of Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles-Based Formulation in Preclinical Models of Breast and Prostate Cancer. As proof-of-concept, we similarly evaluated the leaching properties of these alternative hydrogel formulations for in vivo payload delivery of FITC in two cancer models: the EF43.4fgf-4 syngeneic model of breast cancer and the DU145-derived xenograft model of prostate cancer. A strong glucose-regulated protein-78 (GRP78)-binding motif (sequence CSNTRVAPC) served as an established ligand moiety for in vivo targeted delivery to vascular endothelial cells and tumor cells (36). Targeted FITC-MSNP-containing hydrogels bound 6-fold more to EF43.4fgf-4 isogenic mammary carcinoma (immunocompetent mouse host; Fig. 6G), and 16-fold more to DU145-derived tumor xenograft (immunodeficient mouse host; Fig. 6H) compared with the control untargeted hydrogels. Moreover, binding to control brain, pancreas,
and muscle was borderline detectable (Fig. 6G). Fig. SJD illustrates representative images of FITC-loaded MSNPs in human DU145-derived tumor xenografts.

Next, we evaluated the translational potential of this platform by testing the delivery of loaded MSNP (dox-MSNPs) in a targeted hydrogel to tumor models (Fig. 6f). Control groups included treatment with dox-MSNPs alone, and vehicle (PBS) alone. A robust and significant reduction in tumor growth was observed in animals treated with targeted dox-MSNPs-containing hydrogels relative to negative control groups.

Discussion

We introduce a targeted theranostic nanoplatform that integrates peptide-targeted phage particles, photon-to-heat conversion, and HSL or MSNP into a ligand-directed hydrogel that carries and delivers both diagnostic agents and therapeutic drugs. The early translational results presented here indicate that either HSL or MSNP maintain their essential physical attributes, contents, and heat-sensitive releasing function on NIR laser treatment after incorporation into targeted hydrogels. We demonstrate that HSL-containing hydrogels generate heat only locally on NIR laser illumination in vivo so that the spatially restricted rise in temperature leads to localized release of hydrogel contents on photothermal treatment in a remarkably similar manner relative to negative control hydrogels. This versatility of this enabling nanotechnology allows design of different formulations of assorted ligands (such as binding peptide motifs, peptidomimetic-inspired drugs, and monoclonal antibodies) at rates designated in advance for tumors of various sizes, growth rates, and cell types. MSNPs were successfully incorporated into targeted hydrogels, and with systemic administration, clearly reduced xenografted human tumors with no evident off-target effects, encouraging speculation that the further incorporation of heat-sensitive lipid compositions within ligand peptide-targeted MSNP-containing hydrogels, will allow one to attain greater control by suppressing drug leakage without NIR irradiation and greater cytotoxic activity due to a superior drug capacity released with NIR irradiation. The hydrogel-based nanoplatforms described here and mathematically validated have potential for translation into theranostic clinical applications such as image-guided approaches to diagnostic and therapeutic monitoring (see and treat, treat and see), and ultimately the targeted delivery of several therapeutic nanomaterials against malignant tumors and other human diseases.

Materials and Methods

Animals. BALB/c and BALB/c nude mice (6–8 wk) were purchased from Charles River. All animal work followed standard procedures approved by the University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center and the University of New Mexico Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Cryo-TEM. The cryo-TEM sample was prepared with an FEI Vitrobot Mark IV on a Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 holey carbon grid, using a sample volume of 4 µL, a blot force of 1, and blot dimensions of 4 and 0.5 s, respectively. Imaging was acquired with a JOEL 2010 TEM at 200 kV equipped with a Gatan model 626 cryo stage.

Statistical Analysis. Statistics were analyzed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad). A Student t test served to evaluate the in vitro data statistically. Statistical analysis of the animal study results was performed with a two-way ANOVA. P < 0.05 was considered significant. Additional methods are described in SI Materials and Methods.
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